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Abstract

Although the fat mass and obesity-associated gene (FTO) correlates with elevated body mass, it is unclear how it contributes
to overeating. We tested if individuals with the A allele show greater reward region responsivity to receipt and anticipated
receipt of food and money and palatable food images. We also tested if these individuals show greater future weight gain.
Initially healthy weight adolescents (Study 1, N = 162; Study 2, N = 135) completed different functional magnetic resonance
imaging paradigms and had their body mass measured annually over 3 years. Adolescents with the AA or AT genotypes
showed less precuneus and superior parietal lobe response and greater cuneus and prefrontal cortex response to milkshake
receipt and less putamen response to anticipated milkshake receipt than those with the TT genotype in separate analyses
of each sample. Groups did not differ in response to palatable food images, and receipt and anticipated receipt of money, or
in weight gain over 3-year follow-up. Results suggest that initially healthy weight adolescents with vs without the FTO A
allele show differential responsivity to receipt and anticipated receipt of food but do not differ in neural response to
palatable food images and monetary reward and do not show greater future weight gain.
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Adults with the AA FTO genotype (rs9939609) show higher body
mass index (BMI) and report less satiety and stronger prefer-
ences for high-calorie food than adults with the TT or AT geno-
type (Frayling et al., 2007; Cecil et al., 2008; Church et al., 2010).
Given that FTO genotypes correlate with dopamine signaling
(Sevgi et al., 2015) and consumption of high-calorie foods causes
dopamine signaling and activation in reward circuitry (e.g. stria-
tum, amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex [OFC]) (Kringelbach et al.,
2003; Ferreira et al., 2012; Stice et al., 2013), as does anticipated
palatable food intake and exposure to food images (Stice et al.,

2012; van Meer et al., 2015), FTO may alter reward region response
to anticipated palatable food receipt and food cues.

FTO is expressed throughout the brain (Frayling et al., 2007),
but the neural mechanism by which it increases overeating is
unclear. Participants with the AA genotype showed less respon-
sivity in the hypothalamus (r = −0.70), ventral tegmental area
(VTA; r = −0.71), posterior insula (r = −0.63), thalamus (r = −0.75)
and hippocampus (r = −0.72) to food vs non-food images than
participants with the TT genotype when fasted but not when
fed (Karra et al., 2013; see Table 1 for a description of the studies).
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Table 1. Overview of cited research

Study Variants
contrasted

Sample Stimulus Response

Karra et al., 2013
AA vs TT Fasted and fed healthy

weight adults (N = 24)
Food vs non-food images ↓ Responsivity in hypothalamus (r = −0.70), VTA

(r = −0.71), posterior insula (r = −0.63), thalamus
(r = −0.75) and hippocampus (r = −0.72) (present in
fasted, not fed)

Low- vs high-calorie food
images

↓ Activation in anterior insula (r = −0.87), lateral OFC
(r = −0.79) and putamen (r = −0.80)

Heni et al., 2014
AA vs TT or AT Fed and fasted varying

weight adults (N = 24)
High-calorie food vs
non-food images

↓ Response in PFC (r = −0.90) (present in fed, not
fasted)

Kuhn et al., 2016
AA or AT vs TT Fed lean adults (N = 77) Food vs non-food images ↑ Activation in posterior fusiform gyrus (r = 0.41)

Rapuano et al.,
2017

AA and AT vs
TT

Fed children (N = 78) High-calorie food vs
non-food commercials

↑ Responsivity in ventral striatum (r =0 .31), per ROI
analyses and medial OFC extending into ventral
striatum per whole brain analyses

Wiemerslage et
al., 2016

AA vs TT Fasted healthy weight
adults (N = 30)

High- vs low-calorie food
images

↑ Responsivity in posterior cingulate cortex (r = 0.95),
cingulate gyrus (r = .97), cuneus (r = .75), precuneus
(r = .70) and putamen (r = .85)

Participants with the AA genotype also showed less activation in
the anterior insula (r = −0.87), lateral OFC (r = −0.79) and puta-
men (r = −0.80) in response to low-calorie vs high-calorie food
images than participants with the TT genotype (Karra et al.,
2013). Participants with vs without the AA genotype showed
less response in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) to high-calorie food
images 30 min after ingesting 75 g of glucose (r = −0.90) but no
differences when fasted (Heni et al., 2014).

In contrast, participants with the AA or AT genotypes showed
greater activation in the posterior fusiform gyrus in response to
food vs non-food images than participants with the TT geno-
type (r = 0.41) (Kuhn et al., 2016). Participants with the AA vs TT
genotype showed greater responsivity to high- vs low-calorie
food images in the posterior cingulate cortex (r = 0.95), cingulate
gyrus (r = 0.97), cuneus (r = 0.75), precuneus (r = 0.70) and puta-
men (r = 0.85) (Wiemerslage et al., 2016). Participants with the AA
or AT genotypes showed greater responsivity to high-calorie food
commercials vs non-food commercials in the nucleus accum-
bens (r = 0.31) and medial OFC vs participants with the TT variant
(Rapuano et al., 2017).

Thus, two studies found that individuals with the AA
genotype showed less reward region responsivity to food
images, whereas three found that these individuals showed
greater reward region responsivity. In addition, some studies
found differences in a fed, but not a fasted state, though
others found the opposite. The mixed findings may have
emerged because the studies used small samples, which
increased risk for false positive effects (Cremers et al., 2017;
Smeets et al., 2019). Further, no studies examined neural
response to tastes of high-calorie foods or other rewarding
experiences, such as monetary reward, to determine whether
aberrant reward region responsivity is specific to food or
general.

The primary aim was to test the hypothesis that adoles-
cents with vs without the AA genotype would show greater
reward region responsivity to palatable food images, as well as to
receipt and anticipated receipt of palatable food and monetary
reward, using data from two large samples. We focused on this
developmental period because the relation between the FTO
genotype and BMI is higher in adolescence than in childhood or
adulthood (Hardy et al., 2010; Dwivedi et al., 2012). A secondary
aim was to test whether FTO genotypes predict future BMI gain,

as past studies have generated inconsistent findings (Jess et al.,
2008; Jacobsson et al., 2009; Hardy et al., 2010; Hertel et al., 2011;
Hallman et al., 2012; Chuang et al., 2015).

Subjects and methods
Participants

The studies recruited adolescents between 14 and 17 years of
age. We recruited healthy weight adolescents because repeated-
measures functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) stud-
ies indicate that overeating results in decreased reward region
response to food intake and increased reward region response
to food images/cues (Stice and Yokum, 2016; Stice et al., 2010a),
converging with findings from animal experiments (Davis et
al., 2008; Thanos et al., 2008; Johnson and Kenny, 2010). Fur-
ther, experimentally induced overfeeding increases FTO gene
expression (Sirohi et al., 2017). We thought that it is critical to
test whether individuals with an AA genotype show different
neural response to food stimuli before a history of overeating
could induce changes in neural responsivity. Both studies were
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (1991;
p. 1194) and approved by the Oregon Research Institute’s Insti-
tutional Review Board. Participants in Study 1 (N = 162) were
recruited from Eugene, Oregon. Participants in Study 2 (N = 135)
were recruited from Portland, Oregon. Exclusion criteria were
BMI > 25 (however, measured BMI was over 25 for 2 partici-
pants in Study 1 and 6 participants in Study 2), binge eating or
compensatory behavior or current Axis I psychiatric disorders
(assessed via interview using questions from the Schedule for
Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School Age Children—
Epidemiologic Version 5; Orvaschel, 1994), use of psychotropic
medications or illicit drugs, any fMRI contra-indicators or dairy
allergies. Written informed consent was obtained from parents
when they brought their child to the baseline assessment.

In Study 1, one participant did not provide a saliva
sample and fMRI data of two participants were collected
with acquisition errors. In Study 2, 15 participants did not
provide a saliva sample and fMRI data of 3 participants were
collected with acquisition errors. Data from these participants
were excluded. Findings from the resulting sample of 159
adolescents in Study 1 (79 females; M age = 15.3 ± 1.1; M baseline
BMI = 20.8 ± 1.9; 10.1% Hispanic, 2.5% Native Americans, 0.6%
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Asian, 78.6% European American, 8.2% mixed race/ethnicity)
and 117 adolescents in Study 2 (64 females; M age = 15.0 ± 0.9; M
baseline BMI = 21.2 ± 2.3; 8.5% Hispanic, 0.9% Native Americans,
5.1% Asian, 6.0% Black or African American, 74.4% European
American, 5.1% mixed race/ethnicity) are reported.

FTO rs9939609 genotyping

Participants provided saliva at baseline. Epithelial cells were
collected using a commercial product (Oragene, DNA Genotek
Inc., Ottawa, Ont). Each 96-well plate included non-templates,
DNA standards of known genotype and 10% sample replication
for accuracy (100% concordance). Further details are available in
Supplementary data. We defined the following FTO groups: AA
variant (Study 1, n = 18; Study 2, n = 14), AT variant (Study 1, n = 71;
Study 2, n = 55) and TT variant (Study 1, n = 70; Study 2, n = 48). The
FTO gene was in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (χ2 = 0.06) for the
combined sample.

Body mass index

Height was measured to the nearest millimeter by using a sta-
diometer, and weight was assessed to the nearest 0.1 kg by using
digital scales at baseline and at 1-, 2-, and 3-year follow-up. BMI
(kg/m2) was calculated. BMI correlates with direct measures of
total body fat such as dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (r = 0.80
to 0.90) and with health measures such as atherosclerotic lesions
in adolescent samples (Mei et al., 2010). We used raw BMI scores
because these are superior to age- and sex-adjusted percentiles
or BMI z scores for modeling change over time (Berkey and
Colditz, 2007).

Sensory and hedonic measures

Participants were asked to consume their regular meals but to
refrain from eating or drinking (except water) for 4 h preceding
their scan. Upon arrival to scan sessions, participants rated
their hunger on a 20 cm cross-modal visual analog scale (VAS),
anchored by −10 (not at all), 0 (neutral) and 10 (never been more
hungry). Mean hunger rating was −2.5 in Study 1 and 0.8 in Study
2, suggesting that participants were in a neutral hunger state.
Participants tasted the milkshakes and tasteless solution and
rated the pleasantness and wanting of the tastes (order coun-
terbalanced). Rating scales ranged from 0 (e.g. most unpleasant
sensation ever) to 20 (e.g. most pleasant sensation ever).

Total energy intake and total energy expenditure

In Study 1, we collected data on total energy intake (TEI) and
total energy expenditure (TEE) over a 2 week period using Doubly
Labeled Water (see Supplementary data for procedures).

fMRI paradigms

In both studies, participants completed similar food reward
paradigms. Participants in Study 1 also completed a monetary
reward paradigm and participants in Study 2 also completed a
food image paradigm.

Study 1 fMRI paradigms

The food receipt paradigm assesses blood oxygen level-
dependent (BOLD) response to receipt and anticipated receipt
of chocolate milkshake and a tasteless solution. It has activated

reward regions (main effects reported in Stice et al., 2012), with
activation from this paradigm showing test–retest reliability for
weight-stable individuals, sensitivity to the effects of weight
change and predictive validity for future weight gain (Stice et al.,
2015; (Stice et al., 2008a; Stice et al., 2010b). Stimuli were images
of glasses of chocolate milkshake and water that signaled
(cued) the delivery of 0.5 cc chocolate milkshake (15 cc total;
see Supplementary data for recipe) and tasteless solution,
respectively. Tasteless solution consisted of 25 mM KCl and
2.5 mM NaHCO3 in distilled water, the main ionic components
of saliva (O’Doherty et al., 2002). On 40% of the milkshake and
tasteless solution trials the taste was not delivered following
the cue to allow the investigation of the neural response to
anticipation of a taste that was not confounded with actual
receipt of the taste. In total, there were 30 repeats of both
milkshake receipt and tasteless solution receipt and 50 repeats
of the glass of milkshake and glass of water. Images were
presented for 2 s, followed by a jitter (1–7 s) during which time
the screen was blank. Tastes were delivered over 5 s and were
followed by a 2 s ‘swallow’ cue. The next image appeared 1–
7 s after the ‘swallow’ cue. Order of image presentation was
randomized. Tastes were delivered using programmable syringe
pumps. Syringes filled with milkshake and tasteless solution
were connected via Tygon tubing to a manifold that fit into
participants’ mouths and delivered the taste to a consistent
tongue segment.

The monetary reward paradigm assesses BOLD response to
receipt and anticipated receipt of monetary reward. A coin on
the left side of the screen would blink heads (H) and tails (T) 2–
4 times for 300 ms per blink before it ‘landed’ on either H or T.
After 2 s, a second coin in the middle of the screen blinked 4–6
times before landing on H or T. After 3 s, a third coin blinked 8–
10 times on the right side of the screen before landing on H or T.
After presentation of the three coins, a 2–3 s message appeared
saying ‘You win $3’ or ‘You don’t win’. Stimulus presentations
were jittered. Participants won $3 each time three heads or three
tails were displayed. Receipt and anticipated receipt of monetary
reward in this paradigm activated brain regions implicated in
reward (main effects reported in Stice et al., 2012) and differenti-
ated adolescents with vs without family history of obesity (Stice
et al., 2011).

Study 2 fMRI paradigms

The food receipt paradigm in Study 2 is a block version of
the food receipt paradigm in Study 1 and assesses BOLD
response to tastes of four chocolate milkshakes varying in
sugar and fat content and a tasteless solution (Figure 1A and B):
a high-fat/high-sugar milkshake, a high-fat/low-sugar milk-
shake, a low-fat/high-sugar milkshake and a low-fat/low-sugar
milkshake (see Supplementary data for more information on
contents). Participants were told that they would receive four
different kinds of milkshake but were not informed about the fat
and sugar content of the milkshakes. Each milkshake contained
the same ice cream base and chocolate syrup. Fat content
of each of the milkshakes was manipulated by varying milk
type (half-and-half vs 2% milk). Sweetness was manipulated by
varying syrup content. No fat substitutes/thickeners or artificial
sweeteners were used. The tasteless solution consisted of the
same components as mentioned in Study 1. During the task,
pictures of glasses of milkshake or water were presented for 1 s
to cue the participant that they were about to receive milkshake
or tasteless solution. All milkshakes were preceded by the same
image of a milkshake. During the taste delivery (0.7 cc) over 5 s
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Fig. 1. Sample timing of (A) the block milkshake receipt paradigm and (B) the food picture paradigm.

(56 cc in total), a fixation cross was shown. Participants were
instructed to hold the taste in their mouth until they saw the
‘swallow’ cue on the screen. Delivery of the milkshakes and
the tasteless solution occurred in blocks that varied in length
(one block presented four, five or seven events in each of the
two runs). Only one type of milkshake was delivered per block.
After a milkshake block was completed, subjects received a
rinse of the tasteless solution followed by a swallow cue (0.5 s)
and a jitter (9–11 s). Order of the presentation of blocks (i.e.
different milkshakes) was randomized. Two runs (13 min each)
were performed. Each run presented three blocks of each of the
four milkshake types and the tasteless solution. Tastes of these
milkshakes have activated brain regions implicated in reward
(striatum), attention (anterior cingulate cortex) and gustatory
processing (insula) (Stice et al., 2013).

The food image paradigm assesses brain response to images
of palatable foods, unpalatable foods and glasses of water. Prior
to the scan, participants rated how appetizing they found foods
shown in 129 pictures, using a VAS. The images were presented
one at a time, in a random order on a computer monitor. A variety
of foods were presented, including processed foods, fruits and
vegetables. Images were matched for brightness and contrast.
Food pictures did not show any logos or product advertisement.
During the scan, each participant was exposed to 32 pictures
of food they rated the most appetizing and 32 pictures of food
they rated the least appetizing, as well as 32 pictures of glasses
of water. Exposure to appetizing food pictures in this paradigm
activated brain regions implicated in reward (striatum, medial
OFC), attention (precuneus, anterior cingulate cortex), motor
approach (supplemental motor area) and somatosensory pro-
cessing (Rolandic operculum) (Stice and Yokum, 2018).

fMRI data analysis

Detailed descriptions of the fMRI data acquisition and data pre-
processing are provided in the Supplementary data. Neuroimag-
ing data were preprocessed and analyzed primarily using Statis-

tical Parametric Mapping version 12 (SPM12) (Functional Imaging
Laboratory, University College London) in MATLAB (MathWorks).
To identify brain regions activated by palatable food receipt
in Study 1, we contrasted BOLD signal during receipt of milk-
shake vs tasteless solution. Activation in response to anticipated
food receipt was assessed by contrasting BOLD signal during
milkshake cue vs tasteless solution cue. Activation in response
to monetary reward was assessed by contrasting BOLD signal
at the time a participant ‘won’ (the three coins matched) vs
a reward-neutral coin display (the time the first coin stopped
blinking). Activation in response to anticipated monetary reward
was assessed by contrasting BOLD activation during presenta-
tion of the cue signaling, a potential win (i.e. two heads or two
tails), vs the reward-neutral coin display. In Study 2, activation
in response to the intake of each milkshake was assessed by
contrasting BOLD signal during receipt of each of the four milk-
shakes vs tasteless solution (e.g. high-fat/high-sugar milkshake
receipt > tasteless solution receipt). Activation in response to
palatable food images was assessed by contrasting BOLD signal
during viewing pictures of appetizing food vs unappetizing foods
and vs glasses of water. At the individual level, T maps were
constructed for comparison of activation within each participant
for these contrasts.

The aforementioned individual contrasts were entered
into mixed between- and within-subjects second-level 3 (FTO
genotype) × 2 (e.g. milkshake receipt > tasteless receipt) analysis
of variance (ANOVA) models. Hunger was included as a covariate
as this variable modulates neural response to food stimuli (Siep
et al., 2009) and ethnicity was included as a covariate to control
for population stratification given evidence that this works as
well as more complex approaches for this potential confound
(Hutchison et al., 2004) (see Supplementary data for results in
Caucasians with European ancestry only). Because past studies
that used fMRI to examine the functional significance of FTO
often controlled for participant BMI (Karra et al., 2013; Rapuano
et al., 2017), we likewise used BMI as a covariate. Whole-brain
analyses were conducted after the binarized DARTEL-derived
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the genotype groups

Genotype N Ethnicity

Study 1 (n = 159)
FTO
AA 18 (55.6% Female) 16.7% Hispanic, 77.8% Caucasian, 22.2% mixed races
AT 71 (46.5% Female) 4.2% Hispanic, 93% Caucasian, 1.4% American Indian/Alaska Native, 5.6% mixed races
TT 77 (51.4% Female) 17.1% Hispanic, 78.6% Caucasian, 2.9% American Indian/Alaska Native, 1.4 Asian, 17.1%

mixed races
Study 2 (n = 117)
FTO
AA 14 (50.0% Female) 0% Hispanic, 100% Caucasian
AT 55 (52.7% Female) 14.5% Hispanic, 65.5% Caucasian, 1.8% American Indian/Alaska Native, 1.8% Asian, 7.3

American African, 20.0% mixed races
TT 48 (58.3% Female) 6.3% Hispanic, 75% Caucasian, 10.4% Asian, 6.3% African American, 8.3% mixed races

sample-specific gray matter mask was applied. We estimated
the smoothness of the masked functional data with the three-
dimensional FWHM module in AFNI (Version AFNI_17.0.03). This
smoothness was then used in 10 000 Monte Carlo simulations
of random noise at 3 mm through the gray matter masked
data with the 3DClustSim module of AFNI. Simulation results
indicated activity surviving a threshold of P < 0.005, with a
cluster (k) ≥ 35 as statistically significant correcting for multiple
comparisons across whole brain analyses at P < 0.05. We also
employed regions of interest (ROI) analyses on neural activity
during the food image task in Study 2 to provide a more sensitive
test of whether we could replicate peaks reported previously
(Karra et al., 2013; Heni et al., 2014; Kuhn et al., 2016; Wiemerslage
et al., 2016; Rapuano et al., 2017). We created a bilateral mask that
included the regions identified in these studies: PFC Brodmann
area 9, hippocampus, hypothalamus, insula, thalamus, VTA,
fusiform gyrus, medial OFC, nucleus accumbens, cingulate
cortex, cuneus, precuneus and putamen. ROIs were defined
using the Wake Forest University Pickatlas toolbox (Maldjian
et al., 2003) within SPM.

BMI change analyses

BMI data from baseline and 1, 2 and 3 year follow-ups were
used in random intercept, mixed effects growth curve analyses
(SAS Inc. version 9.3) to model BMI change, which use maximum
likelihood estimation to accommodate missing data (Singer et
al., 1996). We examined empirical growth plots, fit an uncondi-
tional means model, fit an unconditional linear growth model
and fit unconditional nonlinear models. Linear growth models
consistently showed a better fit than higher order polynomials.

Results
Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics of the genotype groups
per study. There were no significant relations between genotype
status and ethnicity, sex and socioeconomic status, suggesting
that these variables were not potential confounds. ANOVA mod-
els examined group differences in sensory and hedonic ratings,
TEI and TEE (Table 3). Bonferroni corrections were used (Study
1: P ≤ 0.002; Study 2: P ≤ 0.001). In Study 1, there were signif-
icant genotype group differences on milkshake pleasantness
(F2,156 = 6.34, P = 0.002). AA genotypes reported lower milkshake
pleasantness ratings (M pleasantness = 12.3 ± 4.1) than TT geno-
types (M pleasantness = 14.6 ± 2.1). There were no significant
group differences on milkshake wanting, TEI or TEE. In Study 2,
there were no significant differences between genotype groups
on any the outcomes.

Study 1: response to receipt and anticipated receipt of
food and monetary reward

Whole brain analyses revealed differences in right putamen
response to anticipated milkshake receipt and left cuneus
response to milkshake receipt (Figure 2; Table 4). AA (M
contrasting BOLD signal during milkshake receipt vs tasteless
solution receipt [M BOLD contrast] = −0.0 ± 0.2; effect size
r = −0.35) and AT carriers (M BOLD contrast = 0.01 ± 0.2; r = −0.30)
showed less putamen response to anticipated milkshake receipt
than TT carriers (M BOLD contrast = 0.16 ± 0.3; Figure 2A). AA
(M BOLD contrast = 0.56 ± 0.8; r = 0.27) and AT carriers (M BOLD
contrast = 0.56 ± 0.7; r = 0.28) showed greater cuneus response to
milkshake receipt than TT carriers (M BOLD contrast = 0.16 ± 0.6;
Figure 2B). Both peaks remained significant when including
milkshake pleasantness as a covariate in the models. There were
no differences between AA and AT carriers in responsivity to
receipt and anticipated milkshake receipt. Exploratory analyses
tested whether BOLD response in the putamen and cuneus
peaks correlated with milkshake pleasantness and wanting
ratings. Subject-level parameter estimates for these peak
coordinates were extracted from SPM and exported to SPSS.
There were no significant correlations between the parameter
estimates in these peak coordinates and the hedonic ratings.
There were no significant group differences in BOLD response
to monetary reward and anticipated monetary reward.

To examine the dominant influence of the A allele, we also
compared AA and AT vs TT carriers. Paralleling the 3 × 2 ANOVA
results, compared to the TT group, the AA/AT group showed less
putamen response (Montreal Neurological Institute, MNI coordi-
nates: 24, 21, −3; Z = 3.72; k = 61) to anticipated milkshake receipt
(AA/AT M BOLD activity in response to contrast = 0.01 ± 0.2;
TT M BOLD contrast = 0.13 ± 0.2; r = −0.32) and greater cuneus
response (MNI coordinates: −6, −78, 12; Z = 3.20; k = 60) to
milkshake receipt (AA/AT M BOLD contrast = 0.45 ± 0.6; TT M
BOLD contrast = 0.13 ± 0.5, r = 0.28). No differences emerged in
response to monetary reward and anticipated monetary reward.

Study 2: response to food receipt and food images

Whole brain analyses revealed a difference in right precuneus
response to low-fat/low-sugar milkshake receipt (Table 4).
AA (M contrasting BOLD signal during low-fat/low-sugar
milkshake receipt vs tasteless solution receipt [M BOLD
contrast] = −0.43 ± 0.6; r = −0.53) and AT carriers (M BOLD con-
trast = 0.0 ± 0.5; r = −0.24) showed less right precuneus response
to low-fat/low-sugar milkshake receipt > tasteless solution
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Table 3. Behavioral measures

FTO AA FTO AT FTO TT Test statistics

Study 1 n = 18 n = 71 n = 70
BMI at baseline 20.7 ± 1.9 20.7 ± 1.9 20.9 ± 1.9 F 2,156 = 0.30, P = 0.74
Age 14.9 ± 1.1 15.6 ± 1.0 15.1 ± 1.0 F 2,156 = 5.99, P = 0.003
Parental education 4.2 ± 1.0 4.4 ± 1.0 4.0 ± 1.1 F 2,156 = 2.07, P = 0.13
Hunger 4.8 ± 4.1 7.6 ± 4.3 8.2 ± 4.1 F 2,156 = 4.56, P = 0.01
Milkshake pleasantness 12.3 ± 4.1 14.4 ± 2.3 14.6 ± 2.1 F 2,156 = 6.34, P = 0.002
Milkshake wanting 13.2 ± 2.8 13.7 ± 2.5 13.6 ± 2.2 F 2,156 = 0.34, P = 0.71
Tasteless solution pleasantness 8.0 ± 1.7 7.8 ± 2.7 8.1 ± 3.0 F 2,156 = 0.22, P = 0.80
Tasteless solution wanting 6.4 ± 3.5 5.9 ± 3.9 6.0 ± 4.0 F 2,156 = 0.09, P = 0.91
Total energy intake 2505 ± 891 2636 ± 787 2593 ± 886 F 2,151 = 0.18, P = 0.83
Total energy expenditure 2587 ± 508 2641 ± 588 2529 ± 539 F 2,151 = 0.68, P = 0.51
Study 2 n = 14 n = 55 n = 48
BMI 21.6 ± 2.2 20.8 ± 2.2 21.5 ± 2.5 F 2,114 = 1.41, P = 0.25
Age 14.9 ± 0.9 15.1 ± 0.8 15.0 ± 0.8 F 2,114 = 0.43, P = 0.65
Parental education 4.7 ± 0.8 4.3 ± 1.1 4.2 ± 0.9 F 2,114 = 1.26, P = 0.29
Hunger 11.3 ± 5.1 11.1 ± 4.2 10.5 ± 4.2 F 2,114 = 0.31, P = 0.73
High-fat/high-sugar milkshake pleasantness 15.3 ± 2.2 14.6 ± 3.3 14.5 ± 3.5 F 2,114 = 0.30, P = 0.74
High-fat/high-sugar milkshake wanting 14.2 ± 2.6 13.8 ± 3.5 14.0 ± 3.5 F 2,114 = 0.10, P = 0.93
High-fat/low-sugar milkshake pleasantness 13.1 ± 3.2 11.9 ± 3.7 11.2 ± 4.1 F 2,114 = 1.46, P = 0.24
High-fat/low-sugar milkshake wanting 13.3 ± 2.8 11.7 ± 3.8 10.9 ± 4.9 F 2,114 = 1.73, P = 0.18
Low-fat/high-sugar milkshake pleasantness 12.5 ± 3.5 13.5 ± 4.0 12.2 ± 5.1 F 2,114 = 1.15, P = 0.32
Low-fat/high-sugar milkshake wanting 12.1 ± 3.3 12.6 ± 4.2 11.6 ± 5.3 F 2,114 = 0.31, P = 0.73
Low-fat/low-sugar milkshake pleasantness 11.1 ± 3.1 9.7 ± 3.6 9.5 ± 4.4 F 2,114 = 0.98, P = 0.38
Low-fat/low-sugar milkshake wanting 10.4 ± 3.4 9.4 ± 3.5 9.2 ± 4.9 F 2,114 = 0.47, P = 0.62
Tasteless solution pleasantness 9.4 ± 2.5 10.5 ± 3.1 11.1 ± 3.4 F 2,114 = 1.60, P = 0.21
Tasteless solution wanting 11.8 ± 3.9 10.9 ± 3.3 11.6 ± 3.6 F 2,114 = 0.56, P = 0.57

FTO AA (n = 32) FTO AT (n = 126) FTO TT (n = 118) Test statistics
BMI at baseline 20.8 ± 2.1 21.2 ± 2.1 20.8 ± 2.0 F 2,272 = 0.85, P = 0.43
Change in BMI 0.3 ± 0.8 0.4 ± 0.5 0.4 ± 0.3 F 2,271 = 1.14, P = 0.32

Table 4. Significant group-by-cue interactions in BOLD activity between FTO genotypes AA, AT and TT in Study 1 and Study 2 based on whole-
brain analyses

Contrast and region K Z value MNI coordinates r (Z/√N) 95% CI

Study 1
Milkshake cue > tasteless solution cue
Putamen 61 3.91 24, 21,-3 0.31 0.04–0.11
Milkshake receipt > tasteless solution receipt
Cuneus 35 3.09 −6, −78, 12 0.25 0.27–0.49

Study 2
Low-fat/low-sugar milkshake receipt > tasteless solution receipt
Precuneus 44 3.34 27, −66, 33 0.31 −0.16-0.04

Notes. For all contrasts, activated regions, number of contiguous voxels (k), Z values and coordinates within the MNI coordinate system are displayed. Effect sizes (r)
were derived from the Z values (Z/√N). CI = confidence interval.

receipt (Figure 3) than TT carriers (M BOLD contrast = 0.29 ± 0.5).
The AA carriers also showed less precuneus response to this
contrast than AT carriers (r = −0.39); however, this effect was
partly driven by elevated BOLD response to the tasteless solution
receipt in A homozygotes (Figure 3). There were no differences in
response to high-fat/high-sugar milkshake receipt, high-fat/low-
sugar milkshake receipt and low-fat/high-sugar milkshake
receipt or in response to palatable food images. Exploratory
analyses tested whether precuneus activity in response to the
low-fat/low-sugar milkshake receipt correlated with milkshake
pleasantness and wanting ratings. We found that parameter
estimates in this peak coordinate correlated significantly with
pleasantness (r = 0.23, P = 0.01) and wanting (r = 0.19, P = 0.04) of
the low-fat/low-sugar milkshake.

We also examined the dominant influence of the A allele
with a 2 (AA/AT vs TT) × 2 (e.g. high-fat/high sugar milkshake

receipt > tasteless receipt) ANOVA. Compared to TT carriers,
the AA/AT carriers showed elevated PFC (MNI coordinates:
27, 30, 45; Z = 3.61; k = 50) response to low-fat/high-sugar
milkshake receipt (AA/AT M BOLD contrast = −0.09 ± 0.4; TT M
BOLD contrast = −0.44 ± 0.5, r = 0.36) and less superior parietal
lobe (MNI coordinates: −24, −63, 38; Z = 3.27; k = 39) response
to the low-fat/low-sugar milkshake receipt (AA/AT M BOLD
contrast = −0.14 ± 0.6; TT M BOLD contrast = 0.34 ± 0.7, r = −0.35).

We also conducted ROI analyses on neural activity during the
food picture task using peaks identified in previous fMRI studies
reviewed above; no cluster reached significance.

Relations between FTO and BMI gain over 3 year
follow-up

We tested for genotype group differences in BMI gain over
3 year follow-up. We combined the two samples (N = 276;
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Fig. 2. Significant group-by-cue interactions in BOLD signal in (A) right putamen (Montreal Neurological Institute, MNI coordinates: 24, 21, −3; Z = 3.90; k = 61) in response

to the contrast milkshake cue > tasteless solution cue and (B) cuneus (MNI coordinates: −6, −78, 12; Z = 3.10; k = 35) in response to the contrast milkshake receipt >

tasteless solution receipt in Study 1.

Fig. 3. Significant group-by-cue interactions in BOLD signal in the precuneus

(MNI coordinates: 27, −66, 33; Z = 3.34; k = 44) in response to the contrast low-

fat/low-sugar milkshake receipt > tasteless solution receipt in Study 2.

AA = 32, AT = 126; TT = 118) to maximize sensitivity. On average
BMI increased 0.48 units per year over follow-up, reflecting
moderate weight gain. There were no differences among the

three genotype groups on BMI gain [F2,271 = 1.14, P = 0.32, partial
eta squared = 0.01; Table 2], controlling for baseline BMI. There
were also no group differences in baseline BMI [F2,272 = 0.85,
P = 0.43, partial eta squared = 0.00; Table 2].

Discussion
This is the first study to test whether individuals with different
FTO variants showed differential neural response to tastes and
anticipated tastes of high-calorie milkshakes. Individuals with
the AA and AT variants vs the TT variant showed greater cuneus
response to milkshake receipt in Study 1 and less precuneus
response to milkshake receipt in Study 2. Further, individuals
with either the AA or AT variant vs the TT variant showed
greater PFC response and less superior parietal lobe response
to milkshake taste in Study 2. Although the PFC and precuneus
had been reported in previous FTO papers (Heni et al., 2014;
Wiemerslage et al., 2016), the results were in the opposite direc-
tions. Both cuneus and precuneus have been implicated in visual
processing (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006) and respond to palat-
able food pictures and tastes (van der Laan et al., 2011; Stice
et al., 2012). Further, the precuneus is functionally connected
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with reward-related regions, such as the striatum, through com-
munication of the salience of visual stimuli (Engelmann et al.,
2012). Precuneus activation correlated with pleasantness rating
of and wanting for the low-fat/low-sugar milkshake. The fact
that these effects appear to be contradictory does not inspire
confidence in the conclusion that healthy weight adolescents
with the AA variant show reliably weaker or stronger differences
in neural response to tastes of palatable beverages. Further, the
fact that most of the contrasts involving tastes of the four milk-
shakes that varied in fat and sugar content did not yield con-
sistent differences likewise does not inspire confidence in this
conclusion.

We also found that adolescents with the AA and AT variants
showed weaker putamen response to anticipated milkshake
taste, than those with the TT variant. The putamen has been
found to respond to images of high-calorie foods and anticipated
palatable food tastes (Stice et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2012; Stice et
al., 2013). Thus, our findings may suggest that AA and AT carriers
show less reward region response to anticipated food reward.
Karra and associates (2013) found an interaction between nutri-
tional state (fed vs fasted) and AA vs TT genotype status, wherein
AA carriers showed less responsivity to both high-calorie and
low-calorie food images in a region that contained the puta-
men compared to TT carriers when fed, but not when fasted.
Although this finding was in response to food images, rather
than anticipated milkshake receipt, both results suggest that
individuals with the AA variant show less recruitment of a region
implicated in reward to food stimuli than those with the TT
variant. It should be noted that the milkshake receipt and antici-
pated receipt paradigm reliably differentiates lean vs overweight
individuals (Stice et al., 2008b) and has predicted future weight
gain in three samples, including those from Study 1 and Study
2 (Stice et al., 2008a; Stice et al., 2015; Stice and Yokum, 2018),
providing evidence of discriminative and predictive validity.

This is also the first study to test whether the FTO variant
groups showed differential neural response to receipt and antic-
ipated receipt of monetary reward. However, we did not observe
any differences in response to monetary reward, providing little
support for the hypothesis that the FTO genotypes differ in
general reward responsivity.

We did not observe any differences in neural response across
genotype groups to appetizing food images. This is in contrast to
the five published studies that examined this question, though
two found that AA carriers showed less responsivity of various
brain regions to palatable food images, whereas the other three
found that AA carriers showed greater responsivity of other
brain regions to palatable food images. Our null findings are
noteworthy because our samples were larger than those used in
past studies and because the effect sizes reported in the earlier
studies were large (ranging from r’s = −.90 to.97). Results from
these six studies collectively suggest that individuals with vs
without the AA genotype do not show reliably weaker or stronger
neural responsivity of regions implicated in reward or related
functions to palatable food images.

A secondary aim was to test whether FTO genotypes pre-
dicted future increases in BMI. Although studies have reported
that AA carriers showed greater weight gain over time (Jess et al.,
2008; Hardy et al., 2010; Hallman et al., 2012; Chuang et al., 2015),
we were unable to replicate this predictive effect, consistent with
null findings from other studies (Jacobsson et al., 2009; Hertel et
al., 2011). We had a power of 0.80 or greater to detect a small
effect of r = .17 or greater in the prediction of future BMI change,
suggesting sufficient sensitivity. We found no group differences
in objectively measured energy intake and energy expenditure,

in contrast with the findings of another study that used Doubly
Labeled Water to measure energy expenditure in children (Cecil
et al., 2008).

It is important to consider the study limitations. First, the
number of AA carriers was relatively small, reducing sensitivity
in analyses comparing these individuals to those with other
FTO variants. Second, the fact that our samples included only
healthy weight adolescents might have reduced sensitivity to
detecting a relation between FTO variants and BMI change.
Nonetheless, our sample is reasonably representative, in that
78% of adolescents are not yet overweight or obese by the age
of 15 years, and BMI values ranged from 16.2 to 26.3, suggesting
an adequate range. Third, differences in the paradigms used
across studies might have contributed to the inconsistent
findings regarding neural response to food images. Finally,
the evidence that obesity is a polygenic disorder implies that
future studies that use fMRI to investigate the functional
significance genetic risk should examine a broader range
of genes.

In conclusion, we used fMRI to examine the functional
significance of FTO genotypes using five validated paradigms
and larger samples than previous studies that address this
important question. The present study extends this literature
by finding that healthy weight AA carriers showed differential
activation of regions implicated in reward and attention
in response to receipt and anticipated receipt of chocolate
milkshake, though the findings did not appear to be consistent
with regard to the valence of the effects. Another novel feature of
this study is that we tested for differences in neural response to
receipt and anticipated receipt of monetary reward, though we
did not observe significant effects. Further, we found no evidence
that AA carriers showed differential neural responsivity to
palatable food images and as such were unable to replicate
results reported by five previous studies that used fMRI to
examine the functional significance of FTO genotypes, which
also had not produced any findings that replicated. It will
thus be critical for future studies to examine the mechanism
through which FTO genotypes increase risk or excessive weight
gain.
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